
In 2080, a fleet of spaceships embarks on a 14-year journey, taking children on an expedition named Aquatica 

Odyssey. As one of these astrokidz, you're on a mission to explore the enigmatic destination known as 

Aquatica. This voyage into the unknown marks the beginning of an extraordinary adventure, revealing the 

mysteries and purposes of this interstellar journey

We are the builders of the bear, we put all the efforts in bringing the best user experience possible for the users by testing out 
various modules. Now we are ready to build our vision. We want to make this a community thing, successfully deliver, inspire 

indies and show a path to great indie studios on how they can bring their vision to reality with the power of Web3.  In midst of 
scams happening all over in crypto, we stand tall, heads up high, building in public, presenting in hacker houses, contributing to 

ecosystem and now proudly starting our voyage to the space.

Why vorld?

Astrokidz is a genesis and limited collection pivotal to our narrative, game, 
and brand. As a Genesis holder, you'll gain exclusive perks and a vital 

connection to our universe.

The vision

Astrokidz navigate the delicate line between reality and fiction in Aquatica 
Odyssey, echoing the universal human journey. This saga, woven through the 

VORLD trilogy, premieres in an exclusive comic series on dReader and extends 
into the game. Collectors access this early, engaging with the Astrokidz 

odyssey before it unfolds to all lovers of deep, human-centric stories.

The Story

For the first time, each AstroKid feels the thrill of real land beneath their feet, 
choosing an island as their home. From solo adventures exploring their island 
to transforming it into a base for ruling Aquatica, they unlock the gateway to 
Equatoria—a vast open world adventure. Aquatica Odyssey stands out with 
its unique fusion of game mechanics, offering an experience unlike any other 
game.

The Game

Our story and game, rich in brand potential, pave the way for diverse 
promotional opportunities including series, books, anime, toys, and board 

games. Since our inception in 2021, we've embraced the journey as a 
marathon, committing to our vision. As we unfold the Vorld trilogy over the 

coming years, our dedication to brand value and innovation continues to grow.

The Brand

The Astrokidz collection, with a limited supply of 9,999, is meticulously designed for 
both game enthusiasts and collectors. It offers an exclusive entry into an epic 
saga, serving as the genesis of the VORLD trilogy, catering to those eager to 
immerse themselves in a narrative-rich universe.

The NFT

The overall collection will maintain a capped supply of 3,333 NFTs, ensuring 
exclusivity as we progress through the game's development. 

Distribution
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900
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Every gamer has a persona so does every astrokid. This choice goes beyond 
just defining your character—it unlocks unique perks and enriches your journey 

through Aquatica. Your abilities are not confined by this selection but are instead 
elevated, providing a more immersive experience. Choosing your badge is a 
pivotal decision that offers a strategic advantage and boosts your journey.

The persona

Becoming an AstroKidz NFT holder catapults you into an exclusive circle, granting you a coveted piece of the 
VORLD legacy and opening the door to a treasure trove of perks. Get ready to discover an array of benefits that 

elevate your experience, both in-game and out. Dive into the perks awaiting below!

Our team is a dynamic fusion of seasoned professionals and vibrant newcomers, offering a rich blend of expertise and fresh 
perspectives. With deep roots in gaming, animation, design, and web3 industries, we bring a comprehensive skill set to the 
table. Our diversity, spanning across the various corners of the VORLD, enriches our approach, ensuring innovative solutions 

and creative storytelling in every aspect of the game and its surrounding activities.
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Please carefully read and consider the following disclaimer before accessing, reading, or using any part of the VORLD 
Astropaper ("Astropaper"). By accessing, reading, or using any part of this Astropaper, you acknowledge and agree to the 

terms set forth in this disclaimer. If you do not agree to these terms, please do not access, read, or use any part of the 
Astropaper.



The information contained in this Astropaper is provided for informational purposes only and is subject to change without 
notice. The information contained herein does not constitute investment, financial, legal, tax, or any other professional 

advice. The Astropaper should not be considered as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any tokens, securities, or any other 
financial instruments.



VORLD has taken reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this Astropaper is accurate at the time of 
publication. However, VORLD does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or reliability of the information and expressly 

disclaims any liability for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies in the Astropaper.



This Astropaper contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. These statements are based on 
VORLD's current expectations, estimates, forecasts, and projections about the industry, management's beliefs, and certain 

assumptions made by VORLD. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and actual results may 
differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements.



VORLD and its affiliates, directors, officers, employees, advisors, and agents shall not be held liable for any direct, indirect, 
incidental, special, consequential, or exemplary damages, including but not limited to, damages for loss of profits, goodwill, 
use, data, or other intangible losses, resulting from the use or inability to use the Astropaper or any information contained 

therein.



Users of the Astropaper are solely responsible for ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations in their 
respective jurisdictions, including but not limited to, any securities, tax, and gaming regulations.



All content in the Astropaper, including but not limited to text, graphics, logos, images, and software, is the property of 
VORLD or its content suppliers and is protected by international copyright laws. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, 

modification, republication, or distribution of the Astropaper or any part thereof is strictly prohibited.



Usage of the product is strictly prohibited for individuals who reside in jurisdictions where such use is expressly prohibited, as 
well as non-residents and non-citizens of said jurisdictions unless explicit permission has been obtained. Such usage is 

undertaken at one's own risk, and any resulting losses shall be the sole responsibility of the user. Furthermore, any claims, 
disputes, or matters arising from this disclaimer shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the 
relevant jurisdiction, and any legal proceedings relating thereto shall be brought exclusively before the courts of said 

jurisdiction.
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